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Abstract

This paper is devoted to introducing a new approach for computing the topology of a real algebraic plane
curve presented either parametrically or defined by its implicit equation when the corresponding polynomials
which describe the curve are known only “by values”. This approach is based on the replacement of the usual
algebraic manipulation of the polynomials (and their roots) appearing in the topology determination of the
given curve with the computation of numerical matrices (and their eigenvalues). Such numerical matrices arise
from a typical construction in Elimination Theory known as the Bézout matrix which in our case is specified
by the values of the defining polynomial equations on several sample points.
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Introduction

The problem of computing the graph (even topologically) of an implicitly defined algebraic plane curve has
received special attention from both Computer Aided Geometric Design and Symbolic Computation, indepen-
dently. For the Computer Aided Geometric Design community, this problem is a basic subproblem appearing
often in practice (see, for example, Bajaj et al. (1988), Keyser et al. (2000), Song et al. (2004), Farouki et al.
(2005) or Hass et al. (2007)). For the Symbolic Computation community, on the other hand, this problem has
been the motivation for many achievements in the study of subresultants, symbolic real root counting, infinites-
imal computations, etc. By a comparison between the seminal papers Arnon and McCallum (1988), Gianni
and Traverso (1983), Roy (1996), Sakkalis (1991), Cellini et al. (1991), Cucker et al. (1991), Feng (1992) and
Roy and Szpirglas (1990) and the more renewed works of Gonzalez-Vega and El Kahoui (1996), Hong (1996),
Gonzalez-Vega and Necula (2002), Busé et al. (2005), Seidel and Wolpert (2005), Eigenwillig et al. (July 2007),
Lionel et al. (2008), Kerber (2009), Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010) and Cheng et al. (2010), one can see how
the theoretical and practical complexities of the algorithms dealing with this problem have been dramatically
improved.

This paper is devoted to introducing a new family of methods for determining the topology of a real algebraic
plane curve presented either parametrically, (x(t), y(t)), or defined by its implicit equation f(x, y) = 0. The
main difference between our approach and those previously mentioned is the fact that here we completely replace
the algebraic manipulation of the polynomials (and their roots) with computations of numerical matrices (and
their eigenvalues). This is motivated by the fact that we prefer to deal with numerical matrices of moderate size
instead of high degree polynomials. This is typically a better strategy from the numerical point of view when
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the coefficients of the polynomials in the parametrization (x(t), y(t)) or of the implicit equation f(x, y) = 0 are
floating point real numbers.

But there is a stronger motivation behind the new approach to be introduced here. In many practical
situations the polynomial f(x, y) or the polynomials in (x(t), y(t)) appear presented in a non-expanded form
which if expanded in the standard monomial basis produce polynomials of high degree, with big coefficients
whose manipulation is a difficult task. For example, when computing the intersection of two surfaces, or when
computing offset curves (for more examples see Diaz-Toca et al. (2012)). Otherwise, if the polynomials describing
the considered curve are presented by their values then they can be easily evaluated at any desired point with a
reasonable computational cost. This is our starting point: we do not assume that we have an explicit description
(in the standard monomial basis) of the polynomial f(x, y) or of the polynomials in (x(t), y(t)). We do only
require, first, the knowledge of an upper bound for the degree of the polynomials which describe the considered
real algebraic plane curve and second, the mathematical tools to evaluate those polynomials at any desired
point.

Another application of the approach presented in this paper is to generate the points of an offset curve which
is at distance δ from a parametric curve (x(t), y(t)) described by its values. Typically, the implicit equation of
such an offset curve is either complicated to compute or is a dense bivariate polynomial of big size. A point
(x, y) is on the offset if, for some t, the following equations are verified:

F (x, y; t) ≡ (x− x(t))2 + (y − y(t))2 − δ2 = 0
G(x, y; t) ≡ x′(t)(x− x(t)) + y′(t)(y − y(t)) = 0.

(1)

The implicit equation can be obtained as the determinant of the Bézout matrix, Bez(F,G), with respect to t
(for a definition, see Section 1). For example, if we let the distance δ = 1, and the initial curve is parametrized
by

x(t) = t5 + t2 − 3t, y(t) =
t3

4
− t2 + 1,

the determinant of Bez(F,G) is a polynomial of degrees 14 and 18, in x and y, respectively, with 158 terms
whose coefficients have a number of significant digits ranging from 33 to 44.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we detail some standard facts about the Bezoutian which
is a tool from Elimination Theory. In Section 2, we introduce the linearization tools which are going to be
used to determine the roots of the determinant of a matrix polynomial without computing the determinant.
In other words, instead of computing the determinant and then its roots we compute the so-called generalized
eigenvalues of a matrix pencil (in this context known as the companion matrix pencil). In Section 3, we give
an explicit description of how to compute the Bézout matrix for a pair of univariate polynomials and the
companion matrix pencil associated with a matrix polynomial, in the Lagrange polynomial basis. In Section 4,
we summarize the standard strategies used for computing the topology of f(x, y) = 0; we show how algebraic
manipulation of polynomials can be replaced with the computation of the Bézout matrix by values and the
corresponding generalized eigenvalues. Section 5 and Section 6 are devoted to introducing the algorithms for
computing the topology of a real algebraic plane curve presented by its implicit equation f(x, y) = 0 or by
its parametrization (x(t), y(t)) in the Lagrange polynomial basis. Both sections include a detailed description
of the corresponding algorithm together with several examples and the results coming from our tests and
experimentations. Section 7 shows how to compute the topology of a real algebraic plane curve presented by
its parametrization (x(t), y(t)) in the Lagrange polynomial basis by applying the same algorithm used for the
implicit equation case in Section 5; in this case it is enough to show how to evaluate the implicit equation f(x, y)
of (x(t), y(t)) without computing f(x, y), explicitly. In Section 8, we briefly discuss some numerical issues posed
by our algorithms. Finally, in Section 9, we summarize the results and highlight several points where we believe
our approach can be improved.

Basic notation

In this paper, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold letters. The notation p(t) ∈ K[t] indicates a
univariate polynomial in the variable t with coefficients from K. We denote the vector space of the polynomials
of degree at most n by Pn. For bivariate polynomials of degree at most m in the first argument and degree at
most n in the second argument, the associated vector space is denoted Pm,n. For a bivariate polynomial p(z, t),
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degz(p(z, t)) (resp. degt(p(z, t))) denotes the degree of p when considered as a polynomial in z (resp. t) with
polynomial coefficients in t (resp. z). The space of n × n square matrices with elements in K will be denoted
by Mn(K).

1. The Bezoutian in the monomial basis

Standard definitions of the Bezoutian make explicit reference to the monomial or power basis (see, e.g.,
Barnett (1990)). However, all constructions of the Bézout matrix make use of the so-called Cayley quotient
which makes no reference to any particular basis in which the given polynomials are represented.

Definition 1. Let p(t), q(t) be univariate polynomials with n = max{deg(p(t)),deg(q(t))}. The Cayley quotient
of p(t) and q(t) is the polynomial Cp,q of degree at most n− 1 defined by

Cp,q(z, t) =
p(t)q(z)− p(z)q(t)

t− z
(2)

Although Cp,q as written in (2) is a rational function of z and t, the numerator vanishes if z = t; as such
t− z divides p(t)q(z)− p(z)q(t), and the Cayley quotient Cp,q is a bivariate polynomial in Pn−1,n−1, as stated.
The apparent discontinuity in the Cayley quotient Cp,q(z, t) in equation (2) when t goes to z can be removed
(see Shakoori (2007) for a proof):

lim
t→z

Cp,q(z, t) = p′(z)q(z)− p(z)q′(z).

Definition 2. If Φ(t) = [φ1(t), . . . , φn(t)] is a basis for Pn−1 then Cp,q in (2) can be uniquely written

Cp,q(z, t) =

n∑
i,j=1

bijφi(z)φj(t).

The symmetric matrix with coefficients bij is called the Bezoutian or the Bézout matrix associated with p(t) and
q(t) in the polynomial basis Φ.

Note that if t∗ ∈ C is a common zero of p(t) and q(t), then Φ(t∗) is a vector in the nullspace of B.
The construction of the Bézout matrix using the Cayley quotient in the monomial basis (i.e., power basis) is

classic (see for example Barnett (1990)). The computation of the Bézout matrix in the Bernstein and Chebyshev
bases have been studied in Bini and Gemignani (2004) and Barnett (1989), respectively.

Definition 3. Let p(t) and q(t) be as described in Definition 1. The Bézout matrix associated with p(t) and
q(t), in the monomial basis, is the symmetric matrix:

Bez(p, q) =

 b0,0 . . . b0,n−1

...
...

bn−1,0 . . . bn−1,n−1


where the elements bi,j are defined by the Cayley quotient:

p(t)q(z)− p(z)q(t)
t− z

=

n−1∑
i,j=0

bi,jt
izj . (3)

The Bezoutian determines the degree of the greatest common divisor of p and q because deg(gcd(p, q)) =
n− rank(Bez(p, q)). The rank of Bez(p, q) is equal to the order of the largest nonsingular principal minor, when
starting from the lower right hand corner (see Bini and Pan (1994) and Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989)).

The nullspace of the Bezoutian has an elegant structure presented in the next proposition that can be used
to determine the common roots of the given polynomials (for a proof see Heinig and Rost (1984), page 42).
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Proposition 1. The nullspace of Bez(p, q) is spanned by

nullspace(Bez(p, q)) = [X1, X2, . . . , Xk] (4)

where each block Xj corresponds to a different common root of p and q. The dimension of each block is the
geometric multiplicity kj of the common root xj (i.e., its multiplicity as a root of the greatest common divisor
of p and q). Moreover each block can be parameterized by the common root xj in the form

Xj =



1 0 0 . . . 0
xj 1 0 0

x2
j 2xj 2

...

x3
j 3x2

j 6xj
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . . (kj − 1)!
...

...
... kj !xj

...
...

...

xn−1
j (n− 1)xn−2

j (n− 1)(n− 2)xn−3
j . . . (n− 1)kj−1 x

n−kj
j


(5)

where nkj = n(n− 1) · · · (n− kj + 1).

In particular, when the nullspace is of dimension 1, it is generated by [1, x, x2, . . . , xn−1]T for x the unique
common root of p(t) and q(t). We may, if we choose, order the construction of the quadratic form for the
Bezoutian in such a way as to reverse the row order of the entries of the nullspace.

Finally the next proposition and corollary show how the structure of the nullspace for the Bezoutian can be
very helpful to deal with the computation of multiple roots (under certain additional hypothesis).

Proposition 2. Let p be a polynomial in C[t]. If i ≥ 1, p(i) = dip
dti and Ni is the subspace defined by:

Ni =

i⋂
j=1

nullspace(Bez(p, p(j)))

then
dim(Ni) = deg

(
gcd

(
p, p(1), . . . , p(i)

))
.

Proof. If n = deg(p) and Θ is the linear mapping from Cn to Cni given by the matrix
Bez(p, p(1))
Bez(p, p(2))

...
Bez(p, p(i))

 (6)

(columnwise) then

nullspace(Θ) =

i⋂
j=1

nullspace(Bez(p, p(j))) = Ni .

By applying Theorem 3.2 in Diaz-Toca and Gonzalez-Vega (2002):

dim(Ni) = dim (nullspace(Θ)) = n− rank


Bez(p, p(1))
Bez(p, p(2))

...
Bez(p, p(i))


= n−

(
n− deg

(
gcd(p, p(1), . . . , p(i))

))
= deg

(
gcd(p, p(1), . . . , p(i))

)
as desired.
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Corollary 1. A polynomial p ∈ C[t] has exactly one multiple root of multiplicity m+ 1 (and no other multiple
roots) if and only if dim(Ni) − dim(Ni+1) = 1 for i in {1, . . . ,m} (note that this implies that Nm+1 = {0}).
Moreover, if α is such a unique multiple root of multiplicity m + 1 and (v1, . . . , vn) is any nonzero vector in
Nm, then

α =
v2

v1
.

2. Generalized eigenvalue problems

The classical discriminant computation for determining the x–projection of the critical points of the real
algebraic plane curve defined by the equation f(x, y) = 0 is going to be replaced by its formulation as a
nonlinear eigenvalue problem. In other words, instead of computing the real roots of the determinant of a
matrix polynomial directly, we solve a sparse generalized eigenvalue problem for a regular matrix pencil.

In this section we review some of the main properties of generalized eigenvalues to be used in the next
sections. See Amiraslani et al. (2009); Corless et al. (2007) for a more detailed discussion.

We define an n × n matrix polynomial as an n × n matrix A(t) whose entries Aij(t) are polynomials in t
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). The degree of a matrix polynomial A(t) is the maximum degree of its entries, i.e.,

deg(A(t)) = max
1≤i,j≤n

deg(Aij(t)).

Given a matrix polynomial A(t), the polynomial eigenvalue problem is as follows:

Find t∗ ∈ C such that A(t∗) is singular. (7)

There is an extensive literature on such problems; theoretical results about solutions of polynomial eigenvalue
problems are available in Gohberg et al. (1982); Manocha and Demmel (1995). Moreover, standard algorithms
exist for polynomial eigenvalue problems expressed in the power basis through linearization, i.e., finding an
associated pair of companion matrices that defines a generalized eigenvalue problem. The finite generalized
eigenvalues of such a pair are exactly the polynomial eigenvalues of the matrix polynomial A(t) (see Demmel
(1997); Manocha and Demmel (1995); Tisseur and Higham (2001) and, e.g., Matlab’s polyeig function).

If

A(t) =

m∑
i=0

Ait
i,

where each Ai is a numerical square matrix of size n, then we construct (with I and 0 denoting the identity
and the zero matrices of size n, respectively)

C0 =



0 0 . . . 0 −A0

I 0 . . . 0 −A1

0 I . . . 0 −A2

...
...

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 −Am−2

0 0 . . . I −Am−1


, C1 =



I 0 . . . 0 0
0 I . . . 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 . . . I 0
0 0 . . . 0 Am


.

It can be verified that det(tC1 −C0) = det(A(t)). The pair of matrices (C0,C1) is called a companion matrix
pencil of A(t), and t ∈ C such that det(tC1−C0) = 0 is called a generalized eigenvalue. Similar to an ordinary
eigenvalue problem, for a given generalized eigenvalue, we have left and right eigenvectors. The matrix pencil
is called regular if det(tC1 −C0) is not identically zero.

Usually the degree of det(tC1−C0) is smaller than nm: in that case we say that∞ is a generalized eigenvalue
for the matrix pencil (C0,C1) with multiplicity nm− deg(det(tC1 −C0)). The next proposition gives a more
concrete description of the multiplicity of ∞ as a generalized eigenvalue for (C0,C1) (see Amiraslani et al.
(2009)).

Proposition 3. The multiplicity of ∞ as a generalized eigenvalue for the matrix pencil (C0,C1) is at least
n− rank(Am), and it is equal to the multiplicity of 0 as a generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (C1,C0).
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3. The Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis

There are several applications of Bézout matrices for bivariate polynomials given by samples in each variable.
The natural basis is the tensor product of the Lagrange basis in each variable. Before discussing such applications
we review some theories and facts about the Lagrange interpolation problem (for the proofs and a more detailed
discussion see Shakoori (2007); Corless (2004)). We consider the so-called barycentric representation of the
Lagrange basis which is known to have numerical advantages over the familiar standard definition (see Berrut
and Trefethen (2004); Schneider and Werner (1984) and Section 8 below).

Definition 4. Let τ = (τ1, . . . , τd+1) ∈ Cd+1 be a vector whose numerical entries are all distinct. We define

`(t; τ ) =

d+1∏
j=1

(t− τj) ∈ Pd , ωi(τ ) =

d+1∏
j=1

j 6=i

(τi − τj)


(−1)

, (8)

where ωi(τ ) are the barycentric weights. The associated barycentric Lagrange polynomials are given by

Li(t; τ ) =
ωi(τ )`(t; τ )

t− τi
, (1 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1) , (9)

If p(t) ∈ Pd and pi = p(τi), i = 1, . . . , d+ 1, then

p(t) = `(t; τ )

d+1∑
i=1

ωi(τ )pi
t− τi

. (10)

Moreover, we call

L(t; τ ) = [L1(t; τ ), . . . , Ld+1(t; τ )]
T ∈ [Pd]d+1, (11)

the Lagrange interpolation basis.

Dealing with some geometric problems involving plane curves (such as those considered in this paper)
requires the computation of the Bézout matrix that is in fact a matrix polynomial which in turn gives rise to a
polynomial eigenvalue problem described in Section 2.

Proposition 4. Let p(t), q(t) ∈ Pd with d = max{deg(p(t)),deg(q(t))}. Suppose τ = (τ1, . . . , τd+1) ∈ Cd+1

consists of distinct numerical values. Let p = (p1, . . . , pd+1) and q = (q1, . . . , qd+1) be numerical data such that

p(τi) = pi and q(τi) = qi (1 6 i 6 d+ 1).

Let τ̃ = (τ1, . . . , τd) ∈ Cd consist of all the nodes in τ except τd+1. Let p′i = p′(τi) and q′i = q′(τi) denote
the values of the derivatives of p(t) and q(t) (1 6 i 6 d). Then, the Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis
L(t; τ̃ ) ∈ [Pd−1]d is the matrix Bez(p, q) = [bi,j ] with entries given by

bi,j =
piqj − pjqi
τi − τj

, i 6= j (12)

bi,i = p′i qi − pi q′i , i = j (13)

In order to avoid a cumbersome notation, we use the same notation Bez(p, q) as in the monomial basis. In
the cases where there might be some doubt, the used basis will be mentioned.

Lemma 1 (Matrix congruence property). Let τ , p(t), q(t) ∈ Pd, and τ̃ be as defined in Proposition 4. Moreover,
let V ∈ Cd×d be the Vandermonde matrix associated with τ̃ .

V =


1 τ1 . . . τd−1

1

1 τ2 . . . τd−1
2

...
...

...
...

1 τd . . . τd−1
d

 . (14)
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Let also B denote Bez(p, q) associated with τ̃ , in the Lagrange basis, L(t; τ̃ ) and BM the corresponding Bezoutian
in the monomial basis. Then,

B = V BM VT . (15)

As we showed in Proposition 4, to compute the diagonal entries of the Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis,
we need to calculate p′i and q′i, (1 6 i 6 d). In fact, we need to have a systematic way of computing all the
derivatives of the polynomial interpolant on the given sample points. Next we introduce a formula which is the
main tool in computing the diagonal entries of the Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis.

Lemma 2. Let τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τd+1) ∈ Cd+1 consist of distinct sample points, and p = (p1, p2, . . . , pd+1) be the
numerical values of the polynomial p(t) ∈ Pd at τ , Moreover, let ωi(τ ), and ωj(τ ) be the barycentric weights
constructed by using Equation (8). The values p′i = p′(τi) of the derivative of the interpolant p′(t) ∈ Pd−1 at
the nodes in τ are

p′i =
1

ωi(τ )

d+1∑
j=1

j 6=i

ωj(τ )(pj − pi)
τi − τj

(1 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1). (16)

Proof. See Amiraslani (2006); Trefethen (2000).

Observe that in this case, if t∗ ∈ C is a common zero of p(t) and q(t), then L(t∗; τ̃ ) is a null vector of the
Bézout matrix with respect to the Lagrange basis.

Theorem 1. Let p(t), q(t) ∈ Pd with d = max(deg(p(t)),deg(q(t))). We assume that p(t) and q(t) are specified
in the Lagrange basis, by data τ , p, and q as in Proposition 4. If p(t), q(t) has only one common root, t∗,
which is simple, then we may use any vector U = [u1, u2, . . . , ud]

T in the nullspace of the corresponding Bézout
matrix in the Lagrange basis to compute t∗. This is done by means of a procedure that is referred to as “taking
moments”. That is,

t∗ =

d∑
i=1

τiui

d∑
i=1

ui

. (17)

Proof. By hypothesis, for 1 6 i 6 d, we have ui = αLi(t
∗; τ̃ ) for some α. Then

d∑
i=1

ui = α

d∑
i=1

Li(t
∗; τ̃ ) = α. (18)

This is because the sum interpolates 1 on τ̃ . Likewise,

d∑
i=1

τiui = α

d∑
i=1

τiLi(t
∗; τ̃ ) = t∗α (19)

because the sum interpolates t. By replacing the right hand sides of the Equations (18) and (19) in Equation (17),
the proof is complete.

On the other hand, similar to the monomial basis case described in Section 2, for a matrix polynomial A(t)
written in the Lagrange basis L(t; τ ), we construct a block matrix pencil (C0,C1) whose finite generalized
eigenvalues include the roots of det(A(t)).

Definition 5. We consider the matrix polynomial

A(t) = A1L1(t; τ ) + A2L2(t; τ ) + . . .+ Ad+1Ld+1(t; τ ) . (20)
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where, for 1 6 i 6 d + 1, Ai are r × r matrices such that A(τi) = Ai. The corresponding companion matrix
pencil for the matrix polynomial A(t) is

C0, C1 =


τ1I A1

τ2I A2

. . .
...

τd+1I Ad+1

−ω1I −ω2I · · · −ωd+1I 0

 ,


I

I
. . .

I
0

 , (21)

where I and 0 are the identity matrix and the zero matrix, respectively, conformal with the r × r matrices Ai,
for 1 6 i 6 d + 1. Matrices C0 and C1 are of dimension r(d + 2) × r(d + 2) and we have that det A(t) =
det (tC1 −C0).

Although the purpose of the present paper is not to discuss methods for solving generalized eigenvalue
problems, we will make some brief considerations in Section 8.

4. Characterizing the topology of f(x, y) = 0

The goal of this section is to recall the main ideas of the usual method for computing the topology of
algebraic curves, from which our method has, in some sense, evolved. This will make the exposition clearer,
and the paper self-contained. The characterization of the topology of a curve Cf presented by the equation
f(x, y) = 0 is usually based on the location of the critical points of f with respect to y (i.e., singular points or
points with a vertical tangent) and on the study of the halfbranches (i.e., simple arcs of curve starting from a
point) of Cf around those points (see for example Hong (1996); Gonzalez-Vega and El Kahoui (1996); Gonzalez-
Vega and Necula (2002); Seidel and Wolpert (2005); Cheng et al. (2010)). This is due to the fact that for any
other point of Cf there will be only one halfbranch to the left and one halfbranch to the right.

Definition 6. Let f(x, y) ∈ R[x, y] and C be the real algebraic plane curve defined by f :

Cf = {(α, β) ∈ R2 : f(α, β) = 0}.

A point (α, β) ∈ C2 is called a critical point of Cf if

f(α, β) = 0,
∂f

∂y
(α, β) = 0.

A critical point is said to be singular if ∂f
∂x (α, β) = 0; nonsingular critical points are called ramification points.

A point (α, β) ∈ C2 is a regular point of Cf if f(α, β) = 0 and it is not critical.

The usual strategy to compute the topological graph of a real algebraic plane curve C defined implicitly by
a polynomial f(x, y) ∈ R[x, y] proceeds in the following way:

1. Compute the squarefree part of the discriminant of f with respect to y, D(x), and determine its real roots,
α1 < α2 < . . . < αr which are the x–coordinates of the critical points of Cf .

2. For every αi, compute the real roots of f(αi, y), βi,1 < . . . < βi,si , determining which (αi, βi,j) is regular
and which (αi, βi,j) is critical.

3. For every (αi, βi,j), compute the number of halfbranches to the right and to the left of the point (αi, βi,j).

Steps 1 and 2 provide the vertices of a graph representing the topology of Cf such as the one in Figure 3. For
the purpose of tracing the curve numerically, this graph is of much importance because it helps us understand
how to proceed when we approach a complicated point on the curve.

In this section we summarize two usual different approaches for solving the steps 1 and 2. The main difference
between the two approaches is that in the method we choose in order to determine the x–coordinates of the
critical points: we can either choose to explicitly compute the discriminant of f(x, y) with respect to y, or
we can avoid such computation. Although these two methods use the monomial expression of f(x, y), their
presentation here is necessary to understand the rationale behind the method presented in Section 5 in which
we do not have the monomial expression of f(x, y).
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4.1. Using the discriminant

We begin with the computation of the discriminant R(x) of f with respect to y by any available method (a
determinant computation, subresultant algorithm, etc.) and of its squarefree part:

D(x) =
R(x)

gcd(R(x), R′(x))
.

This step ends with the computation of the real roots of D(x).
When solving the equations f(αi, y) = 0, to avoid the numerical problems arising from the computation

of the multiple roots of every f(αi, y), a linear change of coordinates might be necessary. Such change of
coordinates puts the curve in a desirable position which is known as “generic position” (see Gonzalez-Vega and
Necula (2002)).

Definition 7. Let f ∈ R[x, y] be a squarefree polynomial. The real algebraic plane curve defined by f , Cf , is in
generic position if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. The leading coefficient of f with respect to y (which is a polynomial in R[x]) has no real roots.

2. For every α ∈ R the number of distinct complex roots of

f(α, y) = 0,
∂f

∂y
(α, y) = 0

is 0 or 1.

One of the advantages of having the curve in generic position is presented in the next proposition (for a
more detailed discussion see Necula (2005); Gonzalez-Vega and Necula (2002)).

Proposition 5. Let f ∈ R[x, y] be a squarefree polynomial such that Cf is in generic position. If (α, β) is a
critical point of Cf and α ∈ R then β ∈ R too.

In general, if (α, β) is a critical point on Cf and α is a real number, this does not imply that β is a real
number as well (see example 1).

If Cf is in generic position then for every real root α of D(x) there is only one critical point of the curve in
the vertical line x = α whose y–coordinate can be rationally described in terms of α; if the equation f(x, y) is
available as a polynomial in y whose coefficients are polynomials in x then, by using subresultants and for each
critical point (α, β), a rational function rα(x) ∈ R(x) is explicitly determined such that

β = rα(α).

To check if Cf is in generic position the following condition is used (see Theorem 3.7 in Gonzalez-Vega and
Necula (2002)):

Cf is in generic position if and only if for each α, Sreski(f(α, y), fy(α, y)) is proportional to (y−β)k,
where k depends on α and on a suitable factorization of D(x), and Sresj denotes the subresultant
of order j (with respect to y).

This allows to symbolically construct a squarefree polynomial gi(αi, y), from every f(αi, y), i.e., by symbolically
dividing f(αi, y) by a convenient power of (y − rαi(αi)), whose real roots need to be computed in the second
step.

If the curve is not in generic position then we apply the linear change of coordinates

x = x− y, y = y, (22)

and restart the process with the new polynomial. Alternatively, one may apply a rotation with a randomly
chosen angle between 0 and π. After a finite number of such transformations the curve will be in generic position.
Notice that these changes of coordinates do not modify the topology of the curve, and the transformation can
be reversed at the end.
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Example 1. For the bivariate polynomial

f(x, y) = −3+12x2−18x4+12x6−3x8+12y2−28y2x2+20y2x4−4y2x6+2y4+12y4x2+2y4x4−12y6+4y6x2+y8 ,

the discriminant has real roots ±1, ±6.236475953965871. For x = −1 there are three critical points: (−1,−2)
and (−1, 2) with algebraic multiplicity 2, and (−1, 0) with multiplicity 0. Similarly for x = 1 (see Figure 1, left).
Thus, the curve is not in generic position. On the other hand, for α = ±6.236475953965871, the y–coordinate
of the only double point is the complex number β = 8.688945478749457i.

If one transforms the polynomial using (22) then the leading coefficient with respect to y annihilates at
x = 0, and the first condition in the generic position definition is not satisfied (see figure 1, center). By applying
the transformation (22) once more, we obtain the curve in generic position (see figure 1, right).

Figure 1: The curve of example 1 (left), after applying transformation (22) once (center), and twice (right).

The third step is accomplished by computing the number of real roots of the squarefree polynomials f(γi, y)
(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r + 1}) with γ1 = −∞, γr+1 = ∞, and for 2 ≤ i ≤ r, γi being any real number in the open
interval (αi−1, αi). As a consequence of the generic position condition, the edges of the topological graph can
be obtained using a straightforward combinatorial reasoning (see Gonzalez-Vega and Necula (2002)).

4.2. Avoiding the discriminant computation

Let f(x, y) be a squarefree polynomial in R[x, y] and Cf the curve defined by the equation f(x, y) = 0.
Moreover, let B(x) = Bez(f(x, y), fy(x, y)), the Bézout matrix of f(x, y) and fy(x, y) with respect to y. Note
that the roots of the discriminant are the roots of det(B(x)). Let C0 and C1 be the companion matrix pencil
for B(x). Since f(x, y) is squarefree, det(B(x)) = det(xC1 −C0) is not identically zero.

If n = degy(f) and m = degx(B(x)) then C0 and C1 are square matrices of size nm. According to Section 2
the number of finite eigenvalues (counted with multiplicity) for the pencil (C0,C1) is equal to deg(det(B(x)))
while the number of infinite eigenvalues agrees with nm− deg(det(B(x))).

Assuming, as before, that Cf is in generic position, for every real eigenvalue α of the pencil (C0,C1), in the
second step of the procedure for determining the topological graph of Cf , we need to compute the unique (real)
multiple root of f(α, y) together with its multiplicity.

If dim(nullspace(B(α))) = 1 then the normalization (with respect to the first coordinate) of any nonzero
vector v in nullspace(B(α)) provides β as the second coordinate of the normalization of v. In this case the
multiplicity of β as a real root of f(α, y) is 2 (see Corollary 1 in Section 1).

If dim(nullspace(B(α))) = k > 1 then, using the particular structure of the nullspace of the Bézout matrix
described in (5), β can be recovered from any basis A of the nullspace(B(α)), as shown by the following
proposition (see Necula (2005) for a proof).

Proposition 6. If Ai,j is the i–th element of the j–th column vector of the nullspace basis of B(α),

Yi =

{
0 if 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1

(k − 1)! if i = k

10



and X is the solution of AX = Y then

k! · β =

k∑
j=1

Ak+1,jXj .

In this case the multiplicity of β as a real root of f(α, y) is k + 1. In order to compute the simple roots of
every f(α, y) and for the final determination of the topology of Cf we proceed in the same manner as described
in Subsection 4.1.

5. Computing the topology of f(x, y) = 0 when f is presented by values

Let f(x, y) be a polynomial in R[x, y] whose monomial description is not available or it is costly to be either
computed or used. We assume that it is possible to evaluate f(x, y), and that it is known that the degrees of
f(x, y) with respect to x and y are bounded by m and n, respectively. The curve f(x, y) = 0 is assumed to
be in generic position (see Section 4.1); later in Section 5.5 we present a method for checking whether or not a
given curve is in generic position, in this context. As usual, we will also demonstrate that by making a simple
linear change of coordinates we put the curve in generic position, if not already in such a position.

5.1. Computing the x–coordinates of the critical points of f(x, y) = 0

We recall that the Bézout matrix of a pair of bivariate polynomials is a matrix polynomial. Therefore, each
entry of such Bézout matrix is a univariate polynomial. The following proposition presents a degree bound for
the polynomial entries of the Bézout matrix of f(x, y) and fy(x, y) (with respect to y).

Proposition 7. Let σ = (σ1 < σ2 < . . . < σn+1) be n + 1 real numbers, and let L(y;σ) = [Li(y;σ) : 1 ≤ i ≤
n+ 1] be the Lagrange basis of [Pn]n+1[y] w.r.t. to the interpolation nodes σ. Let B(x) ∈Mn(R) be the Bézout
matrix of f(x, y) and fy(x, y) (with respect to y) in the Lagrange basis L(y; σ̃)

B(x) = Bdx
d + . . .+ B0,

where Bi ∈Mn(R). The degree d of B(x) is upper bounded by 2m

Proof. Notice that both f(x, y) and fy(x, y) have degree at most m w.r.t. x. From Lemma 1, we have that
B(x) = VBM (x)Vt (where BM (x) is the Bézout matrix of f(x, y) and fy(x, y) w.r.t. the monomial basis, and
V is a constant Vandermonde matrix depending on σ). The coefficients of BM (x) are

BMij =

min{i,n+1−j}∑
k=1

f(x, y)j+k+1fy(x, y)i−k − f(x, y)i−kfy(x, y)j+k+1 ,

then it is straightforward to conclude that the degree B(x) w.r.t. x is bounded by 2m.

Proposition 8. Let σ and L(y;σ) be as described in Proposition 7. Moreover, let τ = (τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τ2m+1)
be another collection of real numbers, and L(x; τ ) = [Li(x; τ ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m+ 1] be the Lagrange basis of R2m[x]
w.r.t. the interpolation nodes τ (the two collections of real numbers τ and σ might share common nodes).
Then, we have

B(x) = B(τ2m+1)L2m+1(x; τ ) + . . .+ B(τ1)L1(x; τ ). (23)

where

B(τk) = Bez(f(τk, y), fy(τk, y)) =

 bk1,1 . . . bk1,n
...

...
bkn,1 . . . bkn,n


is the n× n Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis L(y; σ̃) and

bki,j =
f(τk, σi)fy(τk, σj)− f(τk, σj)fy(τk, σi)

σi − σj
, if i 6= j ,

bki,i = fy(τk, σi)
2 − f(τk, σi)fyy(τk, σi). otherwise.

(24)
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Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 4.

To compute the values of the second derivatives fyy(τk, σi) we use the derivative formula in Equation (16)
twice by replacing the required data which are either given or have been already evaluated. Once we know
the evaluations of the Bézout matrix of f(x, y) and fy(x, y) (in the Lagrange basis L(y; σ̃)) at the nodes τ ,
the x–coordinates of the critical points {α1, . . . , αr} of the curve f(x, y) = 0 are determined by computing the
real generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pencil provided by B(x) as presented in Equation (23). This requires
the construction of the two square matrices C0,C1 ∈ Mn(2m+2)(R). For each critical point, we shall call the
vertical line {x = α} passing through it, a critical line.

5.2. Computing the y–coordinate of the only critical point of f(x, y) = 0 whose x–coordinate is α

We assume that α is a real generalized eigenvalue of the pencil of companion matrices C0,C1, such that B(α),
the corresponding Bézout matrix in the Lagrange basis is a singular matrix. If βα is the unique multiple root
of f(α, y) and dim (nullspace(B(α)) = 1, then the nonzero column-vector [L1(βα; σ̃), . . . , Ln(βα; σ̃)]T generates
the subspace nullspace(B(α)). Thus, if [a1, . . . , an] is a basis of nullspace(B(α)), then from Theorem 1 we have
that

[L1(βα; σ̃), . . . , Ln(βα; σ̃)] =
[a1, . . . , an]

a1 + . . .+ an

and
βα = σ1L1(βα; σ̃) + . . .+ σnLn(βα; σ̃).

In this case the multiplicity of βα as a real root of f(α, y) is 2.
If dim (nullspace(B(α))) = k > 1, let

N∗ =


L1(βα; σ̃) L

(1)
1 (βα; σ̃) . . . L

(k−1)
1 (βα; σ̃)

L2(βα; σ̃) L
(1)
2 (βα; σ̃) . . . L

(k−1)
2 (βα; σ̃)

...
...

...

Ln(βα; σ̃) L
(1)
n (βα; σ̃) . . . L

(k−1)
n (βα; σ̃)

 . (25)

Then on the one hand, if N ∈ Mn×k(R) is a matrix whose columns are a basis of the nullspace(B(α)), then
there exists a nonsingular matrix A ∈Mk×k(R) such that

N = N∗A . (26)

On the other hand, let

M =


1 0 . . . 0
βα 1 . . . 0

βα
2 2βα . . . 0

...
...

...

βα
k kβα

k−1 . . . k!βα


having the same structure as in (5). We can take moments by multiplying by a truncated transpose of the
Vandermonde matrix

VT
k+1,n =


1 1 . . . 1
σ1 σ2 . . . σn
σ1

2 σ2
2 . . . σn

2

...
...

...
σ1
k σ2

k . . . σn
k

 ∈M(k+1)×n(R) (27)

by considering that VT
k+1,nN∗ = M. Thus Equation (26) can be rewritten as

Vk+1,nN = Vk+1,nN∗A = MA . (28)

If we define Z as
Z = VT

k+1,nN,
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we have
Z = MA, (29)

and we obtain the following result.

Proposition 9. Following the above notation,(
βα

k −
(
k

1

)
βα

k−1

(
k

2

)
βα

k−2 . . . (−1)k−1kβα (−1)k
)

Z = 0, (30)

where
(
k
j

)
denotes the binomial coefficient.

Proof. A left–inverse matrix of M is given by

P =



1 0 0 . . . 0 0
−βα 1 0 . . . 0 0
βα

2

2 −βα 1
2 . . . 0 0

...
...

...
...

...
(−βα)k−1

(k−1)!
(−βα)k−2

(k−2)!
(−βα)k−3

(k−3)!2! . . . 1
(k−1)! 0

 ,

and multiplying by P on the left of both sides of Equation (29) one gets the following expression for the entries
of A:

Aji =

j∑
s=1

(−βα)j−s

(j − s)!(s− 1)!
Zsi . (31)

The equations in MA = Z corresponding to the last row of Z have the form

Z(k+1)i = βα
kA1i + kβα

k−1A2i + k(k − 1)βα
k−2A3i + · · ·+ k!βαAki.

Then, by using (31), one obtains the system (30).

The system (30) is composed by k equations of degree k in βα. By applying the Gauss method, we compute
the lower triangulation Ẑ of Z, whence

[
βα

k −
(
k

1

)
βα

k−1

(
k

2

)
βα

k−2 . . . (−1)k−1kβα (−1)k
]


Ẑ11 0 . . . 0

Ẑ21 Ẑ22 . . . 0
...

...
...

Ẑk1 Ẑk2 . . . Ẑkk
Ẑ(k+1)1 Ẑ(k+1)2 . . . Ẑ(k+1)k

 = 0.

Thus, since Ẑ has rank k, and Ẑkk 6= 0,

βα =
Ẑ(k+1)k

kẐkk
.

In this case the multiplicity of βα as a real root of f(α, y) is k + 1.

5.2.1. Certification of critical points

For each eigenvalue α we verify if |f(α, βα)| < ε, where ε is a small tolerance value which we have chosen at
the beginning; typically ε is between 10−8 and 10−6. The failure of this condition may be due to two reasons:
numerical error, or a complex, and non-real root of the discriminant. The first problem is solved by increasing
the number of precision digits, and repeating the computation of the generalized eigenvalues. To analyze the
second case, when the discriminant has complex and non-real roots, we consider the following example; for

f(x, y) = (3x2 + 4y + 4y2)(x2 − 2y + y2)(x2 + 2x+ 2y2)(x2 − 2x+ y2),
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f(6, y) and fy(6, y) have two common complex roots which are conjugate. Hence x = 6 is one of the computed
eigenvalues, but the curve does not satisfy the second condition in the Definition 7 of generic position. Thus,
similarly to Section 4.1, we make a linear change of coordinates (a rotation or the transformation (22)) and
restart the algorithm with the new polynomial. If we use the transformation (22) to obtain the values of the

new polynomial f̂(x, y) = f(x− y, y) at the nodes τ , σ we need to apply the following proposition.

Proposition 10. Let

p(x) =

d+1∑
i=1

p(τi)Li(x; τ )

be a polynomial expressed in the Lagrange basis. If p̂(x) = p(x− a), then

p̂(τi) =

d+1∑
j=1

p(τj)Lj(τi − a; τ ).

Proof. The expression of p̂ in the Lagrange basis L(x; τ ) is

p̂(x) =

d+1∑
i=1

p̂(τi)Li(x; τ ).

On the other hand,

p(x− a) =

d+1∑
j=1

p(τj)Lj(x− a; τ ) =

d+1∑
j=1

p(τj)

d+1∑
i=1

Lj(τi − a; τ )Li(x; τ ) =

d+1∑
i=1

d+1∑
j=1

p(τj)Lj(τi − a; τ )

Li(x; τ ),

and the proposition follows.

As a consequence

f̂(τk, σj) =

2m+1∑
i=1

f(τi, σj)Li(τk − σj ; τ ), (32)

and

f̂(x, σj) =

2m+1∑
k=1

[
2m+1∑
i=1

f(τi, σj)Li(τk − σj ; τ )

]
Lk(x; τ ).

5.3. Computing the simple solutions of f(α, y) = 0

We assume that, for fixed α, we know the value of βα such that (α, βα) is a critical point of f(x, y), and also
the multiplicity k + 1 of βα as a root of f(α, y). We can proceed to get the rest of the roots of the polynomial
f(α, y). Remember that these roots are simple because f(x, y) is in generic position.

Notice that we can easily obtain the Lagrange presentation of the polynomial

Fα(y) =
f(α, y)

(y − βα)k+1
(33)

w.r.t. the Lagrange basis L(y; σ̃) where σ̃ is a subset of n− k elements of σ, avoiding to choose any σi that is
equal or too close to βα. The coefficients of the polynomial in the Lagrange basis are{

f(α, σi)

(σi − βα)k+1
: σi ∈ σ̃

}
.

With these coefficients we construct the corresponding pencil of companion matrices, which in this case are
constant matrices of size n− k + 2, and find the generalized eigenvalues. Then we eliminate non-real complex
and infinite eigenvalues. The remaining eigenvalues are the real simple solutions of f(α, y) = 0.
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5.4. Determining the edges of the graph

The points on all the critical lines obtained by using the method described in the previous sections will be
the vertices of the topological graph. To determine which pairs of vertices in two consecutive critical lines must
be joined by edges, we first choose a sequence γ1, . . . , γr+1 of values of x such that

γ1 < α1, αi−1 < γi < αi, i = 2, . . . , r, αr < γr+1 .

Then, we compute the solutions of f(γi, y) = 0 for each i. Let bi denote the number of such solutions and νi
be the number of simple points in the critical line {x = αi}. Then, the number of edges going from the critical
point (αi, βαi) to the left is equal to bi − νi, and the number of edges to the right is bi+1 − νi. From each of
the other points in the critical line there is only one edge to the left and only one to the right because they are
simple points. Figure 2 shows an example with bi = 7, νi = 3, bi+1 = 5.

Figure 2: Example of edges: bi = 7, νi = 3, bi+1 = 5

The choice of the intermediate values γi, i = 2, . . . , r, is made based on the following criterium: if there is a
node τj in the interval (αi−1, αi), we choose it, otherwise, we choose the midpoint of the interval. Similarly, γ1

is either a node or equal to α1 − 1, and also γr+1 is either a node or equal to αr + 1.
To compute the real roots of f(γi, y) we proceed analogously to Section 5.3; evaluate f(γi, σj), j = 1, . . . , n+1,

build the companion matrix pencil, and solve for the generalized eigenvalues.

5.5. Checking generic position

In some cases, the nongeneric position of the curve is detected when certifying the critical points (see 5.2.1).
In other cases, one has to check conditions 1 and 2 in Definition 7. To check the first condition, for each
generalized eigenvalue α we must determine that the leading coefficient of f(x, y) with respect to y does not
vanish when x = α. To obtain the leading coefficient we use the following proposition whose proof follows
directly from Definition 4.

Proposition 11. Let p(y) be a polynomial of degree d and σ = (σ1, . . . , σd+1) be a collection of real numbers.
The leading coefficient of p(y) is

ad =

d+1∑
i=1

ωi(σ)pi ,

where ωi(σ) is given by Formula (8), and pi = p(σi).

Therefore, in our case, for each generalized eigenvalue α we compute

LCα =

n+1∑
i=1

ωi(σ)

2m+1∑
j=1

f(τj , σi)Lj(α, τ ). (34)
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If for some α we have that |LCα| < ε then the curve is not in generic position (it has a vertical asymptote at
x = α).

The method to verify the second condition in the generic position definition is based on Proposition 2 and
Corollary 1. First, it is necessary to find the x–coordinates of the critical points {α1, . . . , αr} as in Section 5.1.
For each αj we compute the nested finite sequence of linear spaces

Nk =

k⋂
s=1

nullspace

(
Bezy

(
f(αj , y),

∂sf

∂ys
(αj , y)

))
(35)

ending when dim(Ni) ≤ 1.

Notice that ∂if
∂yi (αj , y) can be computed using the nodes σ and applying the formula (16) i times. The

corresponding Bézout matrix is given by Proposition 4.
As soon as dim(Ns+1)−dim(Ns) > 1 for one αj , the computation is stopped and we conclude that the curve

is not in generic position. In this case, we perform a linear transformation on f(x, y) as explained in 4.1 and
5.2.1, and restart the algorithm by using the values of the transformed polynomial.

5.6. The algorithm

Input:

• The degree bounds m and n for f(x, y) with respect to x and y, respectively.

• The nodes for x, τ = (τ1 < . . . < τ2m+1), for y, σ = (σ1 < . . . < σn+1), and the corresponding values
(f(τi, σj) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m+ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1).

• The tolerance ε.

Output: The graph representing the topology of f(x, y) = 0.

1. Critical points

(a) For k = 1, . . . , 2m+ 1 compute the matrices Bk by using Formula (24).
(b) Construct the companion matrix pencil (C0,C1) and compute its generalized eigenvalues. Discard

all complex non-real and infinite eigenvalues. The remaining eigenvalues are {α1 < . . . < αr}.
(c) Detection of vertical asymptotes: For each eigenvalue αi, compute LCαi as in equation (34). If for

any αi, |LCαi | < ε, then a linear transformation must be applied to the curve (see Section 5.5), and
the algorithm must be restarted with the transformed curve.

(d) For each eigenvalue αi, compute the corresponding y–coordinate βi as in Section 5.2. Check if
|f(αi, βi)| < ε; if this condition is not satisfied for one αi then

• Increase the computing precision by 10 digits and repeat the computation of the critical points.

• If the precision has been increased sufficiently (up to 200 digits) but the desired condition is
not yet satisfied conclude that the curve is not in generic position. In this case, apply a lin-
ear transformation as explained in Section 5.5 and restart the algorithm with the transformed
polynomial.

2. Checking generic position

For each eigenvalue αi find a basis of each subspace Nk as defined in (35) by using the Singular Value
Decomposition on the matrix in Equation (6). If for some s, dim(Ns) − dim(Ns−1) > 1, then the curve
is not in generic position, a linear transformation must be applied to the curve (see Section 5.5), and the
algorithm must be restarted with the transformed curve.

3. Other points on a critical line

For each eigenvalue αi, let ki + 1 be the multiplicity of βi as a root of f(αi, y). Then
(a) Construct the matrix pencil associated with the nodes (σj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n− ki) and the values(

f(αi, σj)

(σj − βi)ki+1
: 1 ≤ j ≤ n− ki

)
.

Compute the generalized eigenvalues and discard those complex non-real and infinite.
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(b) For each eigenvalue y∗, the point (αi, y∗) is one of the regular points of the curve on the considered
critical line.

(c) Let νi be the number of simple points on each critical line.

4. Points on the noncritical lines

(a) Choose intermediate x–coordinates γ1 < α1, αi−1 < γi < αi, i = 2, . . . , r, αr < γr+1, in the following
way:

i. If there is a node τj < α1 − 0.3 let γ1 be the biggest of such nodes; otherwise, let γ1 = α1 − 1.
ii. For i = 2, . . . , r , if there is a node τj ∈ (αi−1 + (αi − αi−1)/4, αi−1 + 3(αi − αi−1)/4) let γi be

any such node; otherwise let γi = (αi−1 + αi)/2.
iii. If there is a node τj > αr + 0.3 let γ1 be the smallest of such nodes; otherwise, let γr = αr + 1.

The constant 0.3 above is to avoid using a node too close to α1 or αr; it has been chosen heuristically,
for better visualization of the graph, and to avoid numerical problems.

(b) For each γi, construct the companion matrix pencil associated with the nodes (σj : 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1)
and the values (f(γi, σj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1). Compute the generalized eigenvalues and discard those
complex non-real and infinite.

(c) Let bi be the number of these simple points with x–coordinate equal to γi.

5. Edges of the graph

Starting from the lowest point, connect each simple point to the next available point on the line x = γi and
to the next available point on the line x = γi+1 until the critical point is reached (see figure 2). Connect
the critical point to bi − νi points on the line x = γi and to bi+1 − νi points on the line x = γi+1. Then,
continue connecting the remaining simple points to one point on the left and one point on the right.

Example 2. To illustrate the main steps of the algorithm we use the algebraic curve obtained by applying the
transformation in Equation (22) to the curve in Example 1 (plotted in Figure 1, right).

Input:.

m = 8, n = 8, τ = (−8,−7,−6,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), σ = (−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4),

The corresponding values are in the following matrix, where the ij-element is f(τi, σj):

17085 15552 −183795 −4660416 −47258883 −291960000 −1299890163 −4594916160 −13699084611

36864 2025 −12288 −1044375 −15925248 −124862391 −648744960 −2553167223 −8235479040

102093 −1920 1437 −162816 −4501875 −48218112 −303025635 −1354366848 −4783887411

196608 2025 0 −13527 −995328 −16343607 −130621440 −680410935 −2671706112

120189 15552 −435 −192 −151875 −4660416 −50973363 −320397120 −1425581187

−983040 19977 0 9 −12288 −1044375 −17522688 −139475415 −720961536

−5708211 −155520 1437 0 −243 −162816 −5091555 −55064448 −341940915

−20508672 −1255095 −12288 9 0 −13527 −1167360 −19163223 −149876736

−59394627 −5609280 −183795 −192 −3 −192 −183795 −5609280 −59394627

−149876736 −19163223 −1167360 −13527 0 9 −12288 −1255095 −20508672

−341940915 −55064448 −5091555 −162816 −243 0 1437 −155520 −5708211

−720961536 −139475415 −17522688 −1044375 −12288 9 0 19977 −983040

−1425581187 −320397120 −50973363 −4660416 −151875 −192 −435 15552 120189

−2671706112 −680410935 −130621440 −16343607 −995328 −13527 0 2025 196608

−4783887411 −1354366848 −303025635 −48218112 −4501875 −162816 1437 −1920 102093

−8235479040 −2553167223 −648744960 −124862391 −15925248 −1044375 −12288 2025 36864

−13699084611 −4594916160 −1299890163 −291960000 −47258883 −4660416 −183795 15552 17085
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Critical points.
The companion matrix pencil matrices are of size 144 × 144, and the real and finite generalized eigenvalues
(without counting multiplicities) are

{±7.0217988481097227684,±1.4608761201425284718,±1.2531054640051353026,±1}.

The corresponding critical points are

(±7.0217988481097227684,±3.3476041758252916187),
(±1.4608761201425284718,±1.0577307224691838865),
(±1.2531054640051353026,±0.38099545231238395034),

with multiplicity 2 and (±1, 0) with multiplicity 4.

Other points on critical lines.
For each of the eight critical points, we construct the corresponding companion matrix pencil and compute the
generalized eigenvalues. They give the following points:

On the lines x = ±7.0217988481097227684:

(±7.0217988481097227684,±7.1617016141985190797);
(±7.0217988481097227684,±2.1915651133634752340).

On the lines x = ±1.4608761201425284718 :

(±1.4608761201425284718,±1.9547205884882777201);
(±1.4608761201425284718,±0.15719056570656257280).

On the lines x = ±1.2531054640051353026 :

(±1.2531054640051353026,±1.7851493909851024819);
(±1.2531054640051353026,±0.085491388179816599602).

On the lines x = ±1 :
(±1,±1.5830673160968719153);
(±1,±0.50534806187044243447).

Thus νi = 2, for i = 1, . . . , 8.

Noncritical lines and edges.
The nine intermediate noncritical lines used to compute the edges of the graph are the following: x = −8,
x = −5, x = −1.3569907920738318872, x = −1.1265527320025676513, x = 0, x = 1.1265527320025676513,
x = 1.3569907920738318872, x = 3, x = 8. The numbers of points on each noncritical line are bi =
{2, 4, 2, 4, 4, 4, 2, 4, 2}.

This example requires a precision of 20 digits because there are pairs of eigenvalues which are rather close.
The graph is represented in Figure 3.

5.7. Experimental results

The following analysis can be used as an indication of the computational cost of the introduced method to
compute the topology of f(x, y) = 0 with m and n denoting the degrees of f(x, y) with respect to x and y,
respectively. Recall that the number of critical points is r ≤ 2m. In the algorithm, the number of evaluations
of f(x, y), using the Lagrange basis, is

number of evaluations = (r + 1)n+ r ≤ (2m+ 1)n+ 2m = 2m(n+ 1) + n.

The number of generalized eigenvalue problems to solve is the following:

• For finding the αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we solve one generalized eigenvalue problem for a companion matrix pencil
of size 2n(m+ 1).
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Figure 3: The graph of the algebraic curve in example 2; the circled points are critical points, and the diamonds are simple points
on critical lines.

Ex. m n min value max value size of Ci precision time1 time2 time3 Total

1 6 6 0 383724 84 15 0.016 32.140 0.344 32.500
2 25 1 1 ∼ 8.8× 1034 52 10 0.062 4.734 0.016 4.812
3 4 4 0 488 40 10 0.032 0.547 0.265 0.844
4 6 7 0 11363328 98 20 0.031 138.312 1.016 139.359
5 6 8 0 156381.84 112 20 0.032 237.812 4.860 242.704
6 7 8 0 18416005 128 20 0.047 286.703 9.422 296.172
7 7 7 0 9603789 112 15 0.031 131.859 0.641 132.531
8 6 6 0.01 303271775.99 84 25 0.031 31.265 1.235 32.532

Table 1: Experimental results

• For determining the solutions of each f(αi, y) = 0 we solve r generalized eigenvalue problems for companion
matrix pencils of size n− ki + 2 ≤ n+ 1.

• For computing the simple points in every non–critical line we solve r+ 1 generalized eigenvalue problems
for companion matrix pencils of size n+ 2.

For testing purposes the algorithm has been implemented in Maple, and several examples have been analyzed.
As a sample, in table 1 we summarize the computing times for eight examples. The information provided for
each example contains the degrees m = degx(f) and n = degy(f), the size of the companion matrix pencil
C0,C1, the minimum and the maximum of all |f(τi, σj)| (min value and max value, respectively) the number
of digits used in the computations (precision) and the computing times in seconds; time1 is the time spent in
the evaluations, the construction of the Bézout matrix and the construction of C0,C1. time2 is the time spent
in computing the generalized eigenvalues and time3 is the time spent in computing the necessary points and
drawing the graph.

The corresponding examples have been chosen from Manocha and Demmel (1995), Gonzalez-Vega and
Necula (2002) and Labs (2010). The graphs of these examples are presented in figures 4 and 5. To show that
the curve of example 5 has three closed components, we show two zoom view of details in figure 6. This example
illustrates the accuracy of the method since it distinguish different critical points which are very close to each
other. It is clear that most of the computation time is taken by the computation of the generalized eigenvalues.
The companion matrix pencils are very big, but they are highly structured and sparse. For the testing we
have used the Eigenvalues procedure provided by Maple, but an ad–hoc procedure that takes advantage of the
sparseness of the companion matrix pencil would considerably improve efficiency.

The topology of the same examples have been computed using the Top algorithm presented in Gonzalez-
Vega and Necula (2002). The results are shown in table 2. The big difference in performance is due to the
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Figure 4: Examples 1, 2, 3 and 4 for f(x, y) = 0.

Figure 5: Examples 5, 6, 7 and 8 for f(x, y) = 0.

computation of the generalized eigenvalues. The accuracy of the resulting topology is the same with both
algorithms.

6. Computing the topology of (x(t), y(t)) when x(t) and y(t) are presented by values

In this section we consider the same problem as in Section 5. However, the curves to be considered in
this section are neither known implicitly nor by explicit parametric descriptions but defined parametrically
only by some data samples (coming from their parameterizations). Let C be a real curve parametrized by
ϕ(t) = (x(t), y(t)), t ∈ R, where x(t) and y(t) are polynomials described by values. In addition, we suppose that
the curve is proper. Recall that a parametrization is said to be proper if it is injective for almost all the points
of C. That implies that there is at most a finite number of points of C generated by more than one value of the
parameter t.

Our goal is to obtain the topology of C assuming that the parameterization is not available or costly to be
either computed or used. Instead it is possible to compute their evaluations. Moreover, it is known that the
degrees of x(t) and y(t) with respect to t are respectively bounded by m and n, and d = max{m,n}.

Ex. m n time1 time2 time3 by values time Top time

1 6 6 0.016 32.140 0.344 32.500 0.171
2 25 1 0.062 4.734 0.016 4.812 0.05
3 4 4 0.032 0.547 0.265 0.844 0.078
4 6 7 0.031 138.312 1.016 139.359 0.031
5 6 8 0.032 237.812 4.860 242.704 0.187
6 7 8 0.047 286.703 9.422 296.172 0.452
7 7 7 0.031 131.859 0.641 132.531 0.125
8 6 6 0.031 31.265 1.235 32.532 0.078

Table 2: Comparison with Top algorithm.
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Figure 6: Zooming details of Example 5 showing the separation of components.

6.1. Using the parametric expression

In this section, to compute the topology of planar curves parametrized by polynomials we follow the method-
ology presented in Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010). However, unlike Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010), here, we
assume that the parameterization is not available or costly to be either computed or used.

6.1.1. Computation of critical points

The set of the critical points of the curve C is formed by ramification points and singular points. The
ramification points are those points satisfying x′(t) = 0 but y′(t) 6= 0. The singular points include the points
where x′(t) = y′(t) = 0 and also the self-intersection points of the curve.

Computation of t-values which generate singular points.
Following the above notation, in Pérez-Dı́az (2007) one can find the following result which characterizes the
singular points of a rational parametrization. To state the result precisely we introduce some notation which
are used throughout this section. Let

p(t, s) =
x(t)− x(s)

t− s
, q(t, s) =

y(t)− y(s)

t− s
, r(s) = resultantt(p, q).

Observe that p(t, s) and q(t, s) are the Cayley quotient of x(t) and 1, and y(t) and 1, respectively. Moreover
max(degt(p),degt(q)) = d−1. The resultant of p(t, s) and q(t, s), with respect to t, r(s), is called the D-resultant
or Taylor resultant of x(t) and y(t) (see van den Essen and Yu (1997) and Abhyankar (1990)).

Theorem 2. Let ϕ(t) be a parametrization of C and let P0 ∈ C be an affine singularity of C reachable by some
value s0 ∈ C of the parameter. Then, r(s0) = 0.

Since r(s) is proportional to the determinant of the matrix Bezt(p, q), we can obtain the values of the
parameter which generate singularities by applying the theory described in Section 3, as follows.

Observe first that as a consequence of the special form of p(t, s) and q(t, s), the degree of B(s) is d− 2 (for
details, see Diaz-Toca et al. (2012)). Then, let τ = (τ1 < . . . < τd+1) and σ = (σ1 < . . . < σd−1) be two
disjoint collections of real numbers. Suppose that the values (x(τi), y(τi)) and (x(σi), y(σi)) are given or easy
to compute for i = 1, . . . , d+ 1. Thus, the expression of the Bézout matrix of p(t, s) and q(t, s) with respect to
t in the Lagrange basis is

B(s) = Bezt(p(t, s), q(t, s)) =

d−1∑
k=1

BkLk(s;σ),

where Bk is a (d − 1)×(d − 1) numerical matrix. According to Proposition 4, the entries of the matrix Bk

= Bezt(p(t, σk), q(t, σk)) = (bij)i,j=1,...,d−1, for 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1, are given by

bij =
[x(τi)− x(σk)][y(τj)− y(σk)]− [x(τj)− x(σk)][y(τi)− y(σk)]

(τi − σk)(τj − σk)(τi − τj)
if i 6= j ,

bii =
x′(τi)(y(τi)− y(σk))− y′(τi)(x(τi)− x(σk))

(τi − σk)2
otherwise.

(36)
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As before, the values of x′(τi) and y′(τi), i = 1, . . . , d−1, can be computed by using the formula (16). Therefore,
to obtain the matrices Bk, k = 1, . . . , d − 1, we only need the values (x(τi), y(τi)), i = 1, . . . , d + 1 and
(x(σi), y(σi)), i = 1, . . . , d− 1.

Next we construct the companion matrix pencil (C0,C1) (see Definition 5) and determine its generalized
eigenvalues. Notice that there are two possibilities:

1. There are no eigenvalues, which means that the resultant r(s) is a constant polynomial. If r(s) = 0 then
the parametrization is not proper and so our methodology cannot be applied; else, i.e., r(s) 6= 0 then,
there are no singular points.

2. There are eigenvalues; in this case, we discard complex non-real and infinite eigenvalues and those remain-
ing are the parameter values which generate the affine singularities of the curve.

Computation of t-values which generate ramification points.
To find the ramification points one must solve the following equation

x′(t) = 0.

Since we do not have the polynomial expression of x(t) in the monomial basis, to solve this equation we
construct the corresponding companion matrix pencil (C0,C1) from the values x′(τi) at the nodes. In this case,
the companion matrix pencil is of size m+ 1. Then, we compute the generalized eigenvalues and discard those
complex non-real and infinite.

Computation of critical points.
The coordinates of the critical points are obtained by substituting the values of t in the evaluation formula in
Definition 4. We shall take into consideration that those eigenvalues which generate the singular and ramification
points must be grouped together. In other words, we need to deal with the eigenvalue clustering problem (i.e., we
must distinguish those eigenvalues coming from the same roots). To achieve this goal we follow the methodology
introduced in Corless et al. (2002).

Once we obtain the finite real generalized eigenvalues, we then need to compute the coordinates of the
corresponding points; to compute the correct number of critical points, we must, on the one hand, obtain the
x–coordinates of the critical points, and on the other hand, to identify those points corresponding to self–
intersections of the curve. In performing all these tasks, once again, we follow the methodology of Corless et al.
(2002).

6.1.2. Computation of other points on critical lines

Let χ = {x1 < x2 < · · · < xr} be the x–coordinates of all critical points. For each x` ∈ χ there may be other
noncritical points on C with the same x–coordinate. The parameter values for these points are the solutions of
the equation x(t) = x`. Thus we compute the companion matrix pencil corresponding to the polynomial x(t)−x`
and the generalized eigenvalues. To obtain the desired generalized eigenvalues we discard those complex non-real
and infinite generalized eigenvalues. Moreover, we must also discard the generalized eigenvalues computed in
the previous step.

6.1.3. Noncritical lines

Consider the elements of χ, and define

a0 = x1 − 2, a` = (x` + x`+1)/2, 1 ≤ ` ≤ r − 1, ar = xr + 2. (37)

By using a similar procedure as before, for each 0 ≤ ` ≤ r, we compute all the points on C whose x−coordinates
are equal to a`. In this case, there are no previously known solutions.

6.1.4. The edges of the graph

Once we have computed the curve points on the critical and noncritical lines, to form up the graph rep-
resenting the topology of C we need to determine how these points are connected by segments; starting at
P0 = (x(t0), y(t0)) a regular point on the curve lying on a noncritical line, we use a set of rules based on the
sign of x′(t0) to connect P0 to the points on the critical lines on its left and right hand sides. The rules which
we apply to complete the connecting of the points are stated in the next proposition. For a detailed proof of
this result see Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010).
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Proposition 12. Let x = ai be a noncritical line. Suppose x = xi is the closest critical line on the left hand
side (if i > 0) and x = xi+1 is the closest critical line on the right hand side (if i < r) of x = ai. Let also
P0 = (x(t0), y(t0)) be a regular point of C lying on this noncritical line, that is x(t0) = ai. Let Vi be the set of
real values of the parameter generating the points in C ∩ {x = xi}. Then

1. If x′(t0) > 0 then P0 must be connected to the point in C ∩ {x = xi} generated by the biggest element of
Vi which is smaller than t0. P0 must also be connected to the point in C ∩ {x = xi+1} generated by the
smallest element of Vi+1 which is bigger than t0.

2. If x′(t0) < 0 then P0 must be connected to the point in C ∩ {x = xi} generated by the smallest element of
Vi which is greater than t0. Here again, P0 must be connected to the point in C ∩ {x = xi+1} generated by
the biggest element of Vi+1 which is smaller than t0.

This last step of the algorithm is crucial because it usually fails if numerical errors have been incurred during
the process (see Section 6.3.1). In this case, we increase the computing precision and repeat the computation.

6.2. The algorithm

Input:

• The degree bounds m and n for x(t) and y(t) with respect to t, respectively.

• The parameter values τ = (τ1 < . . . < τd+1) and σ = (σ1 < . . . < σd−1), and the corresponding values of
points coordinates {(x(τi), y(τi)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1} and {(x(σi), y(σi)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1}.

Output: The graph representing the topology of the parametric curve (x(t), y(t)).

1. Singular points

(a) For k = 1, . . . , d− 1 compute the matrices Bk by using Formula (36).
(b) Construct the companion matrix pencil (C0,C1) and compute the generalized eigenvalues. Discard

those complex non-real and infinite eigenvalues.

2. Ramification points

(a) Compute the values (x′(τi) : 0 ≤ i ≤ m).
(b) Construct the corresponding matrix pencil (C0,C1) associated with (τi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m) and (x′(τi) : 1 ≤

i ≤ m) and compute the generalized eigenvalues. Discard those complex non-real and infinite eigen-
values.

3. Coordinates of critical points

(a) Collect all the finite and real generalized eigenvalues obtained in the previous steps.
(b) Cluster all generalized eigenvalues corresponding to the same value of the parameter t.
(c) For each generalized eigenvalue t obtained in this way, compute the x and y coordinates using the

evaluation procedure for x(t) and y(t).
(d) To obtain the right number of singularities, separate the x–coordinates and points corresponding to

self–intersections.

4. Other points on a critical line
Let {x` : 1 ≤ ` ≤ r} be the set of the x−coordinates of critical points. Then for each x` we proceed as
follows:

(a) Construct the matrix pencil associated with (τi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m + 1) and (x(τi) − x` : 1 ≤ i ≤ m + 1)
and compute the generalized eigenvalues. Discard all complex non-real and infinite eigenvalues in
addition to the eigenvalues found in (3b).

(b) For each eigenvalue t, compute the y–coordinate using the evaluation procedure, and store the data
(t, (x`, y(t))) in a list.

5. Curve points on noncritical lines
Let {a0 < a1 < · · · < ar} be the set defined by Equations (37). Then for each ` = 0, . . . , r, we proceed as
follows:

(a) Construct the companion matrix pencil associated with (τi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1) and (x(τi)− a` : 1 ≤ i ≤
m+ 1), and compute the generalized eigenvalues. Discard those complex non-real and infinite.
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(b) For each eigenvalue t, compute the y–coordinate using the evaluation procedure for y(t), and store
the data (t, (a`, y(t))) in a list.

6. Edges of the graph

(a) Using Proposition 12, for each noncritical line and for each point P0 on the noncritical line, determine
the edges of the graph to the left hand side and to the right hand side. If this step fails, increase the
precision and repeat the computation.

(b) Draw the graph using all the information collected from the previous steps.

Example 3. Here we present a detailed example showing the main steps of the algorithm.

Input:.
m = 6, n = 3, τ = (−4,−3,−1, 1, 3, 4, 5), σ = (5, 6, 7, 8, 9),

{(x(τi), y(τi)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 7} ={( 16384
3 ,−96),(845,−45),(− 49

3 ,−3),(−1/3,−1),(125,9),( 4096
3 ,32),( 21175

3 ,75)},

{(x(σi), y(σi)) : , i = 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} ={( 21175
3 ,75),(25088,144),(70805,245),( 512000

3 ,384),(366597,567)}.

Singular points.

B(s) =

5∑
k=1

BkLk(s;σ),

with

B1 =



171328
9 12095 60289

9
54283

9 8573

12095 7475 3795 8785
3 4395

60289
9 3795 11683

9
2419

9 1539

54283
9

8785
3

2419
9 − 4037

9
11449

3

8573 4395 1539 11449
3 19675


,B2 =



32768 23432 14952 38104
3 15912

23432 16263 9373 20441
3 8921

14952 9373 3479 2051
3 3339

38104
3

20441
3

2051
3 − 9113

9 7757

15912 8921 3339 7757 35855


,

B3 =



524608
9

133819
3

270847
9

220093
9

84553
3

133819
3

98969
3

59777
3

124627
9 16611

270847
9

59777
3

68467
9

12907
9

19097
3

220093
9

124627
9

12907
9 − 17797

9
126979

9

84553
3 16611 19097

3
126979

9
181825

3


,B4 =



913408
9 80616 499816

9
392488

9 47400

80616 61711 37889 76313
3 28725

499816
9 37889 131215

9
23941

9 11075

392488
9

76313
3

23941
9 − 31457

9
71075

3

47400 28725 11075 71075
3 96575


,

B5 =



169792 137683 95429 218821
3 75929

137683 107419 66203 129769
3 46739

95429 66203 25459 13577
3 17995

218821
3

129769
3

13577
3 − 51677

9
112337

3

75929 46739 17995 112337
3 146755


.

The corresponding companion matrix pencil is of dimension 30 × 30, and we compute its real generalized
eigenvalues.

Ramification points.
By using Equation (16), we obtain the values of the derivatives at the nodes in τi ∈ τ , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 .

(x′(τi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 6) =

(
−75776

9
,−5902

3
,

322

9
,

14

9
,

1150

3
,

23552

9

)
.
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Since we need the values of the parameter t such that x′(t) = 0, we compute the generalized eigenvalues of the
companion matrix pencil of x′(t) in the Lagrange basis (see Definition 5),



−4 0 0 0 0 0 − 75776
9

0 −3 0 0 0 0 − 5902
3

0 0 −1 0 0 0 322
9

0 0 0 1 0 0 14
9

0 0 0 0 3 0 1150
3

0 0 0 0 0 4 23552
9

− 1
7560

1
2688 − 1

1440
1

960 − 1
672

1
840 0


,



1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0




.

Next, we compute the real generalized eigenvalues.

Coordinates of critical points.
After discarding all the infinite and complex non-real generalized eigenvalues computed in the previous steps
and clustering them, we obtain the following real eigenvalues

{2, 4/3, 0, 1.817849301,−1.557045304, 0.6280848919} .

By evaluating x(t) and y(t) at these points we obtain

(x(2), y(2)) = (x(0), y(0)) = (0, 0),

(x(4/3), y(4/3)) = (0,−32/27),

(x(1.817849301), y(1.817849301)) = (−0.5394877248,−0.6019308430),

(x(−1.557045304), y(−1.557045304)) = (−31.91248931,−8.623665348),

(x(0.6280848919), y(0.6280848919)) = (−0.7074367101,−0.5412076571).

Other points on critical lines.
Once the critical points are computed, we observe that the critical lines are:

x = −31.91248931, x = −0.7074367101, x = −0.5394877248 and x = 0.

For every critical line, we compute the corresponding companion matrix pencil and its generalized eigenvalues.
We obtain that

• for x = −31.91248931, there are no more points on this line other than the one previously computed.

• for x = −0.7074367101, there are two more points generated by t = −1.99599102166639009 and t =
−.265397193898621986. By evaluating x(t) and y(t) we obtain

(x(−1.99599102166639009), y(−1.99599102166639009)) = (−0.7074367101,−15.91994896),

(x(−.265397193898621986), y(−.265397193898621986)) = (−0.7074367101,−.1595647703).

• for x = −0.5394877248, there are four more points generated by t = .403031516146586999, t =
0.860587628220808032 and t = −.235702890233506990, t = −1.99694818957432996. By evaluating x(t)
and y(t) we obtain

(x(.403031516146586999), y(.403031516146586999)) = (−0.5394877248,−.2594026221),

(x(0.860587628220808032), y(0.860587628220808032)) = (−0.5394877248,−.8438614114),

(x(−.235702890233506990), y(−.235702890233506990)) = (−0.5394877248,−.1242063799),

(x(−1.99694818957432996), y(−1.99694818957432996)) = (−0.5394877248,−15.93903829).

• for x = 0, there is one more point generated by t = −2. By evaluating x(t) and y(t) we obtain

(x(−2), y(−2)) = (0,−16) .
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Noncritical lines.
Following the same notation as above, let

a0 = −32.91248931, a1 = −16.30996301, a2 = −.6234622175, a3 = −.2697438624, a4 = 2 . (38)

Using a similar procedure as before, for each 0 ≤ ` ≤ 4, we find all points on C whose x−coordinates are equal
to a`. In this case, there are no previously known solutions.

Edges of the graph.
By Proposition 12, at this point, the only required computation is the evaluation of the derivatives at the points
on the noncritical lines. To do such a computation we use Equation (16).

Output.
The graph of the curve can be found in Figure 7 where the plotted points correspond to the real points of the
curve. From the more detailed graph on the right hand side we can observe that the curve is not in generic
position.

Figure 7: Graph of the Example 3

6.3. Experimental results

The following analysis can be used as an indication of the computational cost of the introduced method
in this section to compute the topology of (x(t), y(t)). If the degrees of x(t) and y(t) with respect to t are
respectively bounded by m and n, and d = max{m,n}, then the algorithm computing the topology of the curve
defined by (x(t), y(t)), presented in this section, requires 2d point evaluations (x(τ), y(τ)), that is, 4d single
evaluations.

To obtain the t–values which generate singular points, we solve one generalized eigenvalue problem for a
companion matrix pencil of size d2 − d. To determine the t–values which generate the ramification points,
we solve one generalized eigenvalue problem for a companion matrix pencil of size m + 1. To compute the
coordinates of the non–critical points on every critical line, we solve k generalized eigenvalue problems for
companion matrices of size m+ 2 where

k = (m− 1)(n− 1) ≤ (d− 1)2

is the number of critical lines (k agrees with the degree of r(s)).
The described algorithm has been implemented in Maple. Table 3 presents some computational information

about some of the examples we have analyzed (some of these examples have been taken from Gonzalez-Vega
and Necula (2002)). Moreover, such examples have also been treated with the algorithm presented in Alcázar
and Dı́az-Toca (2010) in order to compare the timings. The information provided include:

• m = degt x(t) and n = degt y(t),
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Ex. m n precision time1 time2 Total precisionp timep

1 3 3 10 0.015 0.016 0.140 10 0.089
2 6 3 10 1.078 0.079 1.343 10 0.106
3 6 4 10 1.687 0.094 2.063 10 0.128
4 8 7 10 24.610 0.218 25.360 40 10.250
5 4 5 10 0.219 0.078 0.719 10 0.135
6 7 6 15 4.328 0.344 5.531 10 0.312
7 10 10 20 51.063 0.597 52.719 70 0.626
8 10 5 25 21.402 0.591 22.771 180 6.889
9 10 4 60 32.351 0.924 34.977 400 174.350

Table 3: Experimental results

• time1 which indicates the computing time (in seconds) for determining the points on critical lines,

• time2 which indicates the computing time for determining the points on noncritical lines,

• timep which indicates the computing time for the algorithm presented in Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010),
and

• we have also included the number of digits used in the computations (“precision” for the algorithm
described here and “precisionp” for the algorithm presented in Alcázar and Dı́az-Toca (2010)).

One may observe that the costliest step is the computation of the points on the critical lines. The parametriza-
tions corresponding to these examples are given in Appendix I.

The graphs corresponding to the examples in Table 3 are shown in Figure 8. From left to right we have
Examples 1, 2, 3 in the first row, Examples 4, 5, 6 in the second row and Examples 7,8 and 9 in the third one.

6.3.1. Possible errors

We have mentioned that Step 6 usually detects the common numerical errors that lead to a wrong graph
during the process:

• Whether there are more critical lines than supposed to be because the x–coordinates of critical points
have been wrongly separated in Step 3(d) and one or more critical lines have been broken down in two.

• Whether there are less critical lines than supposed to be because the x–coordinates of critical points have
been wrongly separated in Step 3(d) and one or more critical lines have not been computed. Here however,
if such lines define the extremes of the graph, the error will not be detected in the last step.

• Whether the number of points on a critical line is less than supposed to be (Step 4).

• Whether the number of point on a non-critical point is greater than supposed to be (Step 5).

Let us say that even these errors are detected, we are working on how to avoid them (see Section 8 and Section 9).

7. Using (but not computing) the implicit equation of (x(t), y(t)) to determine its topology

In this section, we present a new approach for computing the topology of a curve specified by its parametriza-
tion (x(t), y(t)) in the Lagrange polynomial basis. The main algorithm to be used here is the same presented
in Section 5. We show how to evaluate f(x, y) without explicitly computing it. These evaluations are essential
to the idea of determining the topology of f(x, y) = 0 without the necessity to compute it explicitly.

Let τ = (τ1 < τ1 < . . . < τm+n) be a collection of distinct real numbers and suppose that we have the values
{(x(τi), y(τi)) : τi ∈ τ}. We also assume that the curve is in generic position (see Definition 7). Furthermore, let
σ = (σ1 < σ1 < . . . < σd+1) be a collection of real numbers and L(x;σ) ∈ [Pd]d+1 as described in Equation (11)
be the Lagrange basis associated with σ. We now show how to apply the methodology described in Section 5
under these conditions.
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Figure 8: Parametric examples.

The implicit equation of the curve described above, f(x, y), can be represented in the Lagrange basis in the
following way:

f(x, y) = resultantt(x(t)− x, y(t)− y) =
d+1∑

i=1,j=1

fi,jLi(x;σ)Lj(y;σ) (39)

where each fij is the following concrete resultant

fij = resultantt(x(t)− σi, y(t)− σj). (40)

We may now proceed to compute these resultants as determinants. However, as computing determinants can be
algebraically costly or numerically unstable, one of the goals here is to show how to avoid these computations.
Instead, we use the following identity introduced in Apéry and Jouanolou (2006): given two polynomials a(t)
and b(t) with deg(a) = n and deg(b) = m, we have

resultant(a, b) =
∑

I=U
∐
V,|U |=n,|V |=m

∏
u∈U

a(u)
∏
v∈V

b(v)∏
u∈U,v∈V

(u− v)
(41)

with I being a set of distinct n+m nodes.
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By applying Equation (41) with a(t) replaced by x(t)− σi and b(t) replaced by y(t)− σj , we obtain

fij =
∑

I=U
∐
V,|U |=n,|V |=m

∏
u∈U

(x(u)− σi)
∏
v∈V

(y(v)− σj)∏
u∈U,v∈V

(u− v)
(42)

where I = τ . It is then possible to compute every fij only by values.
Thus, the topology of the curve (x(t), y(t)) can be determined by computing the topology of f(x, y) = 0 by

using the algorithm presented in Section 5 (see 5.6). To apply such an algorithm we need to evaluate the partial
derivative of f(x, y) with respect to y. This will be achieved by using the formula:

∂f

∂y
(x, y) =

d∑
i=0,j=0

fi,j Li(x;σ)
∂Lj(y, σ)

∂y
. (43)

Note that this method requires m+ n evaluations (x(τ), y(τ)), that is, 2(m+ n) single evaluations.
Finally, we note that the graph obtained by following this approach can contain isolated points (with real

coordinates) generated by complex, non-real values of the parameter t. They are real points on the curve f(x, y)
but they are not in the image of the parametrization (x(t), y(t)) when t ∈ R (see Fioravanti and Gonzalez-Vega
(2005)).

Example 4. We consider the same curve as in Example 3; here, we do not intend to develop the example
completely. We only show the main parts of the computation of the topology of a curve by using its implicit
equation.

Input:. Let

m = 6, n = 3, τ = (−4,−3,−1, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), σ = (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17)

with
{(x(τi), y(τi)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 9} ={

(
16384

3
,−96), (845,−45), (−49

3
,−3), (−1/3,−1), (125, 9), (

4096

3
, 32), (

21175

3
, 75), (25088, 144), (70805, 245)

}
.

Then, by using Equation (39), we can compute the (d+ 1)× (d+ 1) matrix (fi,j) of resultants

fij = resultantt(x(t)− σi, y(t)− σj).

At the same time, we can compute these resultants by values by applying Equation (42). Hence we have

(fi,j) =



1980353000
729

370968943
81

199146952
27

8336248727
729

4171681400
243

676938125
27

26061267032
729

1944208001
729

365237048
81

196504303
27

8240097848
729

4129431371
243

670865288
27

25852596677
729

1908581888
729

39952717
9

193888960
27

8144806541
729

4087511552
243

664834319
27

25645205312
729

1873470287
729

353980672
81

191300761
27

8050370432
729

4045920485
243

658845056
27

25439088563
729

1838868824
729

348455219
81

188739544
27

7956785147
729

4004656712
243

652897337
27

25234242056
729

1804773125
729

114332536
27

186205147
27

7864046312
729

3963718775
243

646991000
27

25030661417
729

1771178816
729

337607353
81

183697408
27

7772149553
729

3923105216
243

641125883
27

24828342272
729


From this matrix, we may compute the graph of the curve without the explicit computation of the implicit
equation of such a curve. This is the matrix that can be used to evaluate the implicit equation of the curve
according to Equation (39).
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The approach introduced here can be easily adapted to deal with the case of computing the topology of
(x(t), y(t)) when x(t) and y(t) are rational functions and not polynomials. If

x(t) =
xn(t)

xd(t)
, y(t) =

yn(t)

yd(t)
,

to compute the topology of (x(t), y(t)) we replace x(t)−x with xn(t)−x ·xd(t) and y(t)−y with yn(t)−y ·yd(t)
in Equations (39) and (40).

8. Numerical Aspects

In this section we make some short considerations on the numerical methods used in our algorithms.
It is known that the conversion between different polynomial bases can be unstable, and the instability

increases with the degree (see, for example, Hermann (1996)). Hence, when the data is given by values, working
directly in the Lagrange basis is usually better than working in other bases, even in the Bernstein one (see
Berrut and Trefethen (2004); Higham (2004); Corless and Watt (2004); Corless (2006); Shakoori (2007)).

If for a polynomial p(t) of degree d, one uses the Lagrange interpolation formula usually presented in
textbooks

p(t) =

d+1∑
i=1

piLi(t; τ ) ,

each evaluation of p(t) requires O(d2) additions and multiplications. On the contrary, if one uses the barycentric
form (10), the calculation of the barycentric weights (8), which are independent of t, require O(d2) flops, but
they are done only once. The remaining operations for each evaluation of p(x) require O(d) flops only, once the
numbers ωi are known. In addition, it is known that the evaluation using the barycentric form is numerically
more stable (see Berrut and Trefethen (2004)).

8.1. Methods for computing generalized eigenvalues

Without a doubt, the crucial step in the presented algorithms is the computation of generalized eigenvalues
and for this task, we have used the existing routine in Maple which is quite successful in most cases. The stability
of the rootfinding problem for univariate polynomials by way of standard methods to compute eigenvalues of
companion matrices has been studied for the monomial basis (see Edelman and Murakami (1995); Toh and
Trefethen (1994)), and for the Bernstein basis (see Jónsson and Vavasis (2004)). For the bivariate case (expressed
in the monomial basis), in Jónsson and Vavasis (2005), the authors propose the use of the Macaulay resultant
and analyze the error due to roundoff of the QZ method for computing generalized eigenvalues. However we
have not found in the literature studies of stability of the QZ method for the matrix pencil in the Lagrange
basis. The QZ method requires O(d2) in storage and O(d3) flops for the arithmetic. However, for our particular
structure of the matrix pencil, the storage cost should be O(d) and the arithmetic cost O(d2), (see Corless
(2006)).

In Amiraslani (2006); Amiraslani et al. (2006) the authors have presented two variations of the Rayleigh
quotient iteration method (RQI) for generalized eigenvalue problems, called constrained and unconstrained.
Suppose that the matrices C0 and C1 are of size r(d+ 2)× r(d+ 2) as in (21). With both methods they have
O(dr2) storage cost and O(d2r2 + r3) arithmetic cost. For the constrained method the initial guesses need to
be near the convex hull of the interpolation nodes, while the unconstrained method shows convergence almost
everywhere.

Bini, Gemignani and Pan (Bini et al. (2005)) implemented a fast and numerically stable QR-based algorithm
for computing all eigenvalues of a generalized companion matrix, for a class of structured matrices including the
kind of companion matrix pencils of a polynomial (r = 1) considered in the present paper. The QR iteration
preserves the structure of the matrices. Each iteration requires O(d) arithmetic operations, using O(d) memory
storage. The method could probably be extended to the computation of eigenvalues of a matrix polynomial.
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8.2. Scaling and clustering

In Corless (2006), the author extends the results of Corless and Watt (2004) to matrix polynomials expressed
in the Lagrange basis, and investigates the effect of the geometry of the nodes on the conditioning of the problem.
As in the monomial basis, he points out the importance of the scaling operation. The generalized eigenvalues
remain unchanged if in (21) all the blocks Bi are multiplied by any nonsingular matrix. The last r rows of C0

can also be multiplied by any nonsingular matrix without changing the generalized eigenvalues. It is usually
advisable to do a suitable scaling to improve accuracy. However, we scaled the sample matrices and the nodes
on examples which needed more precision, and we did not appreciate much improvement.

Another issue mentioned in Corless (2006) is the possibility of roots at infinity caused by oversampling. Our
algorithms clearly present such a problem and we are studying the use of the dynamic evaluation to solve it.

After eliminating the infinite eigenvalues, it is common to find certain clusters of eigenvalues. The generalized
eigenvalues in one of those clusters come from the same root of the determinant of the Bézout matrix. In the
complex plane, they appear in a cross or star-shaped distribution, close to each other, with a real point at the
center, and the whole cluster is replaced by this real value.

8.3. Conditioning and faraway roots

Conditioning of a problem measures the sensitivity of the solution to perturbations of the data. To decide
whether a basis is well-conditioned or ill-conditioned one needs estimates of some condition number. Dividing
an evaluation condition number by the norm of the derivative gives a rootfinding condition number. For the
evaluation of a function, we can use one of the following condition numbers (see Lyche and Peña (2004)). Let
U be a finite-dimensional vector space of functions defined on Ω ⊂ Rn, and let Φ = (φ0, . . . , φd) be a basis

for U . Given f =
∑d
i=0 ciφi we consider a perturbation δ = (δi : 0 ≤ i ≤ d) of the coefficients ci, producing

g =
∑d
i=0(1 + δi)ciφi. Then, if x ∈ Ω,

|f(x)− g(x)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
i=0

δiciφi(x)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖δ‖∞
d∑
i=0

|ciφi(x)|.

A condition number for the evaluation of f at x using the basis Φ is

CΦ(f, x) =

d∑
i=0

|ciφi(x)|.

Taking into account the size of f we get the following condition numbers

cond(Φ; f, x) =
CΦ(f, x)

‖f‖∞
=

∑d
i=0 |ciφi(x)|

‖
∑d
i=0 ciφi‖∞

,

cond(Φ; f) = supx∈Ω cond(Φ; f, x),

cond(Φ) = supf∈U cond(Φ; f).

(44)

Therefore, for ε = ‖δ‖∞,

|f(x)− g(x)| ≤ εCΦ(f, x),

|f(x)− g(x)|
‖f‖∞

≤ ε cond(Φ; f, x) ≤ ε cond(Φ; f) ≤ ε cond(Φ).
(45)

This condition numbers can be used for polynomials represented in the Lagrange basis.
The importance of the geometry is remarked in Corless (2006). The roots inside a region defined by the

interpolation nodes tend to be well-conditioned, whilst roots outside this region can be badly conditioned. To
take advantage of this observation, when a high precision is needed, we should redefine the nodes inside the
region defined by the computed solutions and repeat the computations.
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9. Conclusions and future work

We have presented several approaches for computing the topology of a given real algebraic plane curve
described by its values in the Lagrange polynomial basis. The first algorithm is designed for problems in which
the given data corresponds to an implicitly defined algebraic curve. The second algorithm however, is designed
to be used for parametric curves. In both cases, the defining polynomial equations are specified only by their
values at some sample points. Moreover, the degrees are known, can be deduced or are upper bounded. The key
idea is to find the roots of the determinant of a particular Bézout matrix without computing the determinant.
This is achieved by computing the generalized eigenvalues of a companion matrix pencil associated with the
Bézout matrix. If the precision and other numerical parameters are adjusted appropriately, the algorithms
presented here are very accurate. They are also efficient, always in the parametric case, and for moderate
degrees in the implicit case. The size of the companion matrix pencil could be quite big in the implicit case,
producing an increase in the computational cost.

One of our next goals is to reduce the computational time by using better methods for computing the
generalized eigenvalues. These methods should take full advantage of the particular structure of the companion
matrix pencil. Using such a particular structure, we also expect to find a practical bound which allows us to
confidently discard large generalized eigenvalues as infinite ones. The desired bound for generalized eigenvalues
may follow from Hadamard’s inequality for determinants when applied to the companion matrix pencil in the
Lagrange basis (see Corless et al. (2002) for the monomial case).

In addition, it would be interesting to study which properties of curves (normality, for instance) can be
determined by values.
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Appendix I

Example 1: ϕ(t) =
(
t3 + 2 t2, t3 − 2 t2

)
.

Example 2: ϕ(t) =
(
t6 − 8

3 t
5 − 20

9 t4 + 32
3 t3 − 64

9 t2, t3 − 2 t2
)
.

Example 3: ϕ(t) =
(
5 t6 − 18 t5 − 15 t4 + 80 t3 − 120 t, 3 t4 − 4 t3 − 12 t2 + 12 t

)
.

Example 4: ϕ(t) =
(
t8 − 8 t6 + 20 t4 − 16 t2 + 2, t7 − 7 t5 + 14 t3 − 7 t

)
.

Example 5: ϕ(t) =
(

1
4 t

4 − 7
6 t

3 + 1
4 t

2 + 8
3 t,

1
15 t

5 − 5
12 t

4 + 1
6 t

3 + 23
12 t

2 − 11
15 t− 1

)
.

Example 6: ϕ(t) = ( 43
10080 t

7 − 1
480 t

6 − 101
1440 t

5 + 1
96 t

4 − 13
180 t

3 + 59
120 t

2 + 172
105 t,

11
840 t

6 − 9
560 t

5 − 107
336 t

4

+ 103
336 t

3 + 1011
560 t2 − 83

105 t− 1).

Example 7: ϕ(t) =
(
t10 − 38 t8 − 80 t6 − 66 t5 + 43 t4 − 66 t2 − 35 t,−22 t10 + 49 t9 + 96 t6 + 57 t4 + 99 t2 + 85 t

)
.

Example 8: ϕ(t) = (t10−55 t9 +1320 t8−18150 t7 +157773 t6−902055 t5 +3416930 t4−8409500 t3 +12753576 t2

−10628640 t+ 3628800, t5 + 15
2 t4 + 85

4 t3 + 225
8 t2 + 137

8 t+ 15
4 ).

Example 9: ϕ(t) =

(t10 + 800 t9− 2 t8 + 100
3 t7− 61

7 t6− 888 t5− 9 t4 + 95 t3 + 11 t2− 488 t− 407, t4 + 400 t3− 831 t2 + 91 t+ 68).
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